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Executive summary 
These report analyses takeaway coffee containers, form a systems engineering perspective. It is 
written with the view of analysing how reusable coffee cups compares to disposable cups, with 
a special focus on sustainability and environmental impacts. As part of this a model which 
exclusively uses reusable cups is also evaluated. This investigation is performed using a holistic, 
multifaceted approach taking into account the experience of takeaway coffee buyers and 
baristas. It also looks at the environmental, human, cost and energy factors involved; 
comparatively analysing the systems over their lifetime. The report finds that; reusable cups 
have significantly less environmental impacts than disposables over their life cycle, and are 
more cost and energy efficient, so long as the reuse of the cup is maintained as these effects 
are seen to be cumulative. It is also found that there is support for the use reusable cups in 
baristas and coffee buyers, however challenges will be present in a adopting a reusable cup 
only model.  

Introduction 
In a world with increasing consumption and a rapidly growing population, issues surrounding 
sustainability and resource management are becoming more and more important. A key aspect 
of any sustainability initiative is that of waste management. Last year Sustainability Victoria’s 
annual report found that 588 kg of waste generated per capita in the state, over the previous 
year alone went to landfill (Sustainability Victoria, 2014). A proportion of this non-recycled 
waste would have been composed of composite packaging. An example of this is the laminated 
plastic, paper and aluminium foil often used to package long life milk in Australia; commonly 
referred to as Tetra pak . Due to its relatively complex structure, it is difficult and costly to 
process in order to recycle, requiring specialised technology with a comparatively low resell 
value (Xie et al., 2012). This then leads to landfill disposal, where components of it may exist in 
the environment for 100’s of years. 

In this report a familiar yet often over looked example of difficult to recycle composite 
packaging is analysed; the disposable hot beverage paper cup. For many people especially, 
coffee lovers, this is a product used once and disposed of daily with little thought as to the 
environmental impact. As will be presented; alternative biodegradable disposables have many 
limitations such that, at the current level of technology, the most sustainable option is to avoid 
disposables altogether and use a reusable cup to buy coffee. Extending this idea, reusable cups 
(specifically takeaway coffee cups) are evaluated in this report as a system; finding potential 
hurdles and areas from multiple aspects which may be improved as this system is adopted. 
These results taken together can provide an insight into a more sustainable future.  
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1. Quantitative analysis 
In order to further motivate the discussion in this report a brief quantitative analysis is done on 
world usage of disposable cups and their impact. 

1.1 Consumption of disposable cups and resource usage 
A recent study on world paper cup consumption found that approximately 242 billion 
disposable paper cups are consumed around the world annually (Grischenko, cited in Fisher 
2008). Starbucks, one of the world’s largest coffee franchises purchased 2.6 billion cups in its 
2006 fiscal year alone (Grischenko, cited in Fisher 2008). Due to its large global market share 
Starbucks is an appropriate case study to use as a standard practice estimate of how the 
takeaway coffee industry creates their disposable cups. A report in 2000 by the Alliance for 
Environmental innovation (AIE) in conjunction with Starbucks calculated various environmental 
impacts in the manufacture of a Starbucks takeaway coffee cup, their results are summarised in 
Table 1. For a single standard 16 ounce (generally AUS large) sized cup this equates to: 91 g of 
greenhouse gases produced, 585 Kj of energy used as well as 1.1 L of effluent flow and 14 g of 
solid waste produced (Alliance for Environmental Innovation, 2000). If we consider the huge 
number of disposable coffee cups consumed every year, the total resource use becomes 
staggering, and the environmental benefits of more sustainable alternatives obvious. 

Table 1 Environmental impact of Starbucks 16-oz coffee cup, data sourced from (AIE, 2000) 

Energy Usage  Water Emissions  
(MJ/10,000 16-oz cups)  (Kg/10,000 16-oz cups)  
Total 5.86 Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) 0.39 
Purchased 2.63 Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 5.18 
Fossil Fuel Derived 2.09 Suspended Solids 0.63 
    
Air Emissions  Effluent Flow  
(Kg/10,000 16-oz cups)  (L/10,000 16-oz cups)  

Total Greenhouse Gases 919.12  10935.65 
Net Greenhouse Gases 357.70 Solid Wastes  
Nitrogen Oxides 1.18 (Kg/10,000 16-oz cups)  
Particulates 0.75  140.43 
Sulfur Oxides 1.66  
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) 0.15 
Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOCs) 

0.37  

Total Reduced Sulfur 0.02 
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2. Material factors 
A discussion about the material challenges posed in designing a more sustainable disposable 
coffee cup is presented. Life cycle assessments performed on disposable and reusable cups are 
also evaluated in order to determine the best option from a material factors perspective 

2.1 Post-consumer content disposable cup material limitations 
A standard hot beverage paper cup is created from high quality bleached cardstock, formed 
into the shape of the cup and lined with a waterproof coating; typically a very thin layer of low 
density polyethylene (LDPE), hot cup  lids are made from polystyrene and are readily recycled 
once separated (Alliance for Environmental Innovation, 2000). This laminated LDPE – paper 
material defines disposable coffee cups as a composite package and is inherently why they are 
so difficult to recycle, as the materials need to be separated using specialised technology in 
order to be sold as a commodity for reuse (Xie et al., 2012). This generally leads to landfill 
disposal.  Part of the report put forward by the AIE in conjunction with Starbucks, was the 
research and development of a less resource intensive disposable coffee cup. The report 
highlighted a major limiting factor in its development; that post-consumer content in the lining 
in direct contact with the liquid is inadvisable due to the cups needing to pass healthy and 
safety standards (Alliance for Environmental Innovation, 2000). As post-consumer content 
cannot be used everywhere, this prevents an entirely recycled cup from being created which 
would mitigate most of its environmental impact due to manufacture. However some recycled 
material can be used in the cup as distinct separate layer on the outside, this type of cup was 
trialled in the AIE report with limited success due leaks in the seam of the cup (Alliance for 
Environmental Innovation, 2000). 

2.2 Biodegradable cup material limitations 
The AIE report did not address the waterproof lining being made from a non-biodegradable 
plastic. However a recent internet search of “biodegradable hot coffee cup” found a lot of 
manufacturers selling cups lined with Polylactic acid (PLA) which is a biodegradable 
thermoplastic produced from corn. In theory the PLA could enable the cup as a whole to be 
composted, thus removing any end of life waste.  In 2010 a life-cycle assessment of disposable 
cups found that PLA had an embodied energy of 58.18 MJ/kg lower than that of LDPE, 76.7 
MJ/kg, however PLA produced slightly more CO2 in its manufacture (Häkkinen & Vares, 2010). 
The same article states that in a normal landfill scenario PLA will either not biodegrade or has 
the potential to decompose into methane which is a harmful greenhouse gas.  It also explains 
that PLA is only completely biodegradable when composted in a large scale purpose built 
operation with temperatures kept at 60 oC and above (Häkkinen & Vares, 2010). Although an 
improvement on LDPE, a PLA coating does not remove the need for specialised end of life 
intervention to exist in order to avoid the landfill where it may have a large environmental 
impact, nor does it change impacts due to the cardstock it’s used on.  
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It is clear that due to these limitations, at current levels of material technology, it is not possible 
to create a feasible disposable coffee cup that avoids large environmental impacts in its 
manufacture and end of life disposal. 

2.3 Comparative Life-cycle analysis of disposable and reusable coffee cups 
 The current major trends in the creation of sustainable disposable coffee cups have been 
analysed and significant limitations have been found in all methods. There exists an alternative 
which is the reusable cup. A reusable cup invests more energy and materials into a single cup, 
and with continued use lessens the environmental impact due to disposable cups by removing 
the need for them altogether. However it is not guaranteed that the impacts from a reusable 
will significantly improve on those of a disposable. As such a comparative life-cycle analysis is 
presented in order to evaluate the differences.  

The life-cycle analysis (LCA) presented models the use of a reusable cup made by KeepCup (an 
Australian reusable cup manufacturer) and a paper cup to get coffee every day for a year in 
Australia. The KeepCups are made from Polypropylene (PP) with Polyethylene (PE) lids which 
are completely recyclable separated (Lockrey, 2011). The modelled paper cups are used once 
and disposed to landfill and the reusable cup washed every day in a dishwasher and disposed to 
landfill at the end of the year as worst case scenario estimation. The study published in the 
Journal of Design Principles and Practices assessed the indicators of: global warming potential 
(Kg CO2 eq emitted) Land use, water use, solid waste, and embodied energy (Lockrey, 2011). 
The system boundary of the LCA is given in Appendix C, Fig. 1 and the results presented in Fig. 1 
and Table 2.  

Table 2 Results of comparative LCA, sourced from (Lockrey, 2011) 

Impact category Global warming potential  Land use Water use Solid waste Embodied energy 

Unit kg CO2 eq. Ha KL H2O Kg MJ 
KeepCup (AUS) 
dishwasher 

3.43 1.36E-05 0.101 0.22 36.1 

Paper Cup  12.5 0.00615 0.931 3.21 282 
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From this analysis it is clear that there is a greater than 65 % reduction in all environmental 
impacts measured, and in land use this figure is as high 99 %. The study also found that efficient 
hand washing of the reusable cup could further improve these results (Lockrey, 2011). Worth 
noting is the fact that most of these results could be immediately extended to reusable cups in 
general as the effect is cumulative and 1 year of use is at the low end of an expected cup 
lifetime.  

2.4 Summary of material factors findings 
To address the prevalent environmental impacts of disposable coffee cups outlined in section 
1.1, making cups out of post-consumer content and biodegradable cups were investigated. It 
was found due to health and safety reasons post-consumer content cannot be used in the 
whole cup, limiting the benefits from this process. Neither does it improve recycling of the 
composite material. It was also shown that current biodegradable waterproofing coating does 
improve environmental impacts but must be commercially composted at over 60 oC in order to 
fully degrade into non-toxic products; otherwise it may produce harmful methane gas in 
landfill. Reusable coffee cups were shown to be the best alternative; reducing impacts by more 
than 65 %, even in the worst case scenario where they are disposed to landfill and not recycled.  
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Figure 1 Percentage environmental impact comparison between reusable keepcup washed in 
a dishwasher daily and paper cup disposed daily over 1 year, figure made using data sourced 
from (Lockrey, 2011)on a log -plot 
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3. Qualitative analysis 
Building on the finding that reusable coffee cups are a more sustainable alternative to 
disposables, a qualitative analysis is done on reusable cups as a system. This is used to 
understand the perspectives of coffee buyers and baristas separately on reusable cups and the 
implications for them of adopting a model with only reusable cups. The analysis is based on 
qualitative data collected in the form of an online survey for takeaway coffee buyers, and an 
interview with baristas at two different café’s. 

3.1 Results and analysis of takeaway coffee buyers survey  
The survey used was composed of a mixture of multiple choice and long answer sections.  It had 
a sample size of 33, which is not statistically significant but is deemed to be appropriate for this 
type of qualitative study. A copy of the survey is given in Appendix A.1, and the results in 
Appendix A.2. The data from the multiple choice section was collated into percentages and that 
of the long answer was coded where each response could at most raise two topics, and the 
overall number of mentions of each topic was collected. The detailed results of this analysis are 
given in Appendix A.3. A summary of the first and second most common result for each 
question is given in Table 3.  

In the analysis, Q1 was used to determine a valid response and only those answering yes were 
included in the rest of the results. From the survey responses a number of insights can be 
drawn. The first is that the majority of respondents thought there were benefits to reusable 
cups citing environmental reasons, and also to varying extents most respondents were not 
against only being able to buy takeaway coffee in reusable cups, most thought they would use a 
reusable cup to buy coffee in general as well. This implies that if a model of only reusable cups 
were to be put in place there would be some support for it. The survey also highlights 
significant drawbacks of such a model. The foremost of these is the inconvenience of washing 
and remembering the cup, with most respondents mentioning this as a negative. There is no 
easy solution to this as it is a defining characteristic of a reusable cup.  To fully address it all 
washing should not be done by the user and cups should be available in store. A potential 
solution could be a third party collection and supply service that a coffee buyer pays to use and 
supplies café’s with clean cups. However this type of large change is complex and would need 
further analysis to verify. Another concern raised is that of hygiene of the cups, though the risk 
due to this can be mitigated by café’s simply refusing dirty cups. 
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Q1. Do you buy 
takeaway coffee? 

Q2. Do you believe 
there are benefits 
of using reusable 
takeaway coffee 

containers? 

Q3. What were 
those benefits? (if 

any) 

Q4. Do you believe 
there are 

negatives of using 
reusable takeaway 
coffee containers? 

Q5. What were 
those negatives? 

(if any) 

Metric % respondents % respondents no. of mentions % respondents no. of mentions 

1st most 
common 
response 

yes [93.9%] a lot of benefits 
[51.5%] 

Environmental (less 
waste/pollution) [26] 

some negatives 
[93.9%] 

Inconvenience 
(washing , 
remembering it, 
carrying it) [20] 

2nd most 
common 
response 

no [6.1%] some benefits 
[42.4%] 

Aesthetic (better 
looking cup) [4] 

no negatives [6.1 
%] 

Hygiene (if not 
cleaned, cup 
becomes 
unsafe/dirty) [6] 

  

Q6. Would you 
use a reusable 

takeaway cup to 
buy coffee? 

Q7. Imagine a 
world where you 
can now only buy 
takeaway coffee 
using a reusable 
cup you brought 

to the cafe, how do 
you react? 

Q8. If you thought 
of any positives 
about this idea, 
what are they? 

Q9. If you thought 
of any negatives 
about this idea, 
what are they? 

Q10. Do you have 
any other thoughts 
on reusable coffee 

cups? 

Metric % respondents % respondents no. of mentions no. of mentions no. of mentions 

1st most 
common 
response 

its likely [63.6%] its an ok idea 
[54.5%] 

Environmental (less 
waste/pollution) [21] 

Forgetting cup (not 
being able to buy 

coffee)[12] 
n/a (too few and 

varied  responses to 
code) 

2nd most 
common 
response 

its not 
likely[24.2%] 

its a great idea 
[27.3%] 

Financial (savings 
from cafe not buying 

cups) [4] 

General 
Inconvenience 
(wash/bring it, 

annoying for coffee 
shop) [8] 

 

3.2 Results and analysis of takeaway coffee makers interview  
The baristas at the Little Pickle Café and The Coffee Grounds on ANU campus were interviewed 
to find how reusable cups integrate into the takeaway coffee making process and understand 
the general opinions of baristas on the subject. The notes taken in the interviews are given in 
Appendix B.2 Table 1, along with a copy of the questions and any prompts used in Appendix 
B.1.   

The results of the interviews show that both café’s baristas were for the use of the reusable 
cups, and at one of the café’s a 50c discount is given to everyone who buys a coffee using a 
reusable cup. In general they did not state that it had a large impact on how coffee is made 

Table 3 Summarised results of online survey of takeaway coffee buyers 
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although there is a preference for smaller sized cups that fit under the head of the espresso 
machine which do not need to be made by pouring a coffee shot into something else first and 
then the cup. One of the potential difficulties of a completely reusable model were due to the 
additional use of space if the cups do not stack and have to be left on the counter. Another is 
the difficulty in labelling the cup; as a marker is used on paper ones. The problem of having to 
guess the size of the cup in order to charge was also raised. It seems that all of these can be 
solved if a level of homogeneity is applied to reusable cups such that that they meet a standard 
in which they are predictable sizes, have a surface which can be marked by non-permanent 
marker and are able to stack to a certain degree. These standards may be difficult to enforce 
however if the use of reusable cups was common it would be simple to advertise in store what 
type of cup is accepted.  

3.3 Summary of qualitative analysis findings 
From the takeaway coffee buyers survey it was shown that the majority of buyers were for the 
use of reusable cups and to varying degrees also for a reusable cup only model. The main 
challenges against reusable use buyer raised were found to be inconvenience of having to wash 
and remember it, and the cup becoming unhygienic once used. The inconvenience of the cup is 
difficult to mitigate, although a third party collection and supply service which washes the cups 
is suggested as an alternative which would need further analysis to verify. The risk associated 
with unhygienic cups could be easily prevented by café’s refusing to use a cup which could 
contaminate their equipment. The interviews with baristas found both to be for the use of 
reusable cups. The difficulties of only using reusable cups were due to inconsistencies in 
different cups, and may be prevented if a type of reusable cup standard is created.   

4. Energy factors 
Reusable cups as a system do not lend themselves directly to an energy/mass flow or more 
conventional analysis due to the simplicity of their action as a passive container. As such it was 
determined an energy factors analysis which takes into the energy per reuse and total energy 
as compared with a disposable cup should be performed. This is based on an analysis done by 
Hocking in 1994.  

4.1 Energy per use of reusable cup vs. disposable cup 
To model the total energy per use of a reusable cup we use Eq.1 where M is the embodied 
energy of reusable cup due to manufacture, X is the number of uses and W is the energy used 
to wash a cup (Hocking, 1994). 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 =  
𝑀 + 𝑋𝑊

𝑋
     (1)  
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This assumes that the reusable cup is used only once before it washed again before reuse, 
which due to the concerns about hygiene that were raised in the qualitative analysis is 
reasonable assumption. The energy use of the disposable paper cup is just that of its embodied 
energy. 

The reusable cup types used in the analysis are ceramic, heat proof glass and non-foamed 
reusable polystyrene. The embodied energy of these materials is taken from Hocking. 
Composite cup types of metal and plastic are ignored due the difficulty in recycling and end of 
life concerns presented in the material factors section. The energy to wash a cup is based off 
the LCA of Lockrey who used energy efficient dishwasher in 2011 of 0.55 kWh per wash with 70 
cup capacity per wash; this is assumed to be equivalent to dishwasher efficiency today. 
Embodied energies presented are based on a cup size of approximately 16oz (AUS large size), 
and given in Table 4. A plot of the total energy per use of the different cup types is shown in Fig. 
2. 

Table 4 Embodied energies of cups and energy per wash data taken from (Lockrey, 2011) and (Hocking, 
1994) 

Cup type Embodied energy 
(kJ/cup) 

Energy per wash 
(kJ/wash) 

Ceramic 14088 28.3 
Heat proof glass 5501 28.3 
Reusable polystyrene 6300 28.3 
Paper  disposable cup 585 n/a 

 

Figure 2 Total energy per use of various reusable cups as a function of the no. of uses, plotted on a log -plot 
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From the plot of the of energy use per wash it can be seen that all cups break even with the 
disposable after about 26 uses, and the total energy per use approaches the energy per wash 
for large washes. The glass, having the lowest embodied energy breaks even with the 
disposable first, closely followed by the plastic with the ceramic taking almost twice the number 
of uses then either. Exact break even calculations are shown in Table 5.  

Table 5 Energy break even calculations of various cup types washed in dishwasher 

Cup type Break even no. of uses  
Ceramic 26 
Heat proof glass 10 
Reusable polystyrene 12 

 

If we assume that most plastics suitable to use in a reusable cup, have embodied energies on 
the same order of magnitude as polystyrene; then the general result of plastic and glass cups 
being significantly more energy efficient then ceramic holds. Furthermore both plastic and glass 
can be more efficiently recycled then ceramics, compounding the observation if net energy 
given back into new feedstock is subtracted from the embodied energy. Based on this result it is 
suggested plastic or glass reusable cups be used whenever possible.  

4.2 Potential for reusable cups to be less energy efficient than disposable cups 
It is also worth noting how sensitive the breakeven number of uses is to the relative efficiency 
of the washing process. For instance if a small disposable cup with an embodied energy half 
that as before at 290 kJ is compared with the same reusable cups and a dishwasher only ever 
packed with 10 cups equivalent to 198 kJ per wash, it would take 69 uses for the polystyrene 
cup to break even and more than 150 for a ceramic one. As long as the energy per wash is less 
than that of manufacturing a disposable cup eventually all reusables will become more energy 
efficient than the disposable, however in situations where cups are lost or not reused enough 
they are far more energy intensive than a disposable.  

5. Human factors 
A human factors analysis is presented on the use of reusable cups. As this analysis is assumes 
the use of reusable cups already available on the market, ergonomics and anthropometrics of 
specific cups can be ignored with the assumption they have been considered in the design of 
the cup. Instead a focus on workplace health and safety and risk management is used.  

5.1 Reusable cup risk assessment and management 
From the qualitative analysis we can see that baristas did not think reusable cups significantly 
impacted the way coffee is made and thus did not pose an additional safety concern, especially 
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if standard sized reusable cups are used as suggested in section 3.2.  However if all the cups 
were reusable that people bring themselves, there is risk generated from the unknown state of 
the cup. One such factor raised in the qualitative analysis is the hygiene of a cup, and the other 
is the material stability. These pose risks of contamination and injury due to a cup breaking.  

The risk control performed follows the process set out by WorkSafe Victoria, given in Fig. 3; in 
which elimination of the hazard should be the first risk control attempted WorkSafe Victoria, 
2006).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Considering that in the energy factors section it was recommended that only plastic or glass 
reusable cups should be used, we can see the greatest risk from injury due to breakage is from 
glass as it produces shards. This would be a risk not only for baristas but also users who carry it 
with them. As such to perform hazard elimination it is suggested that either glass cups are not 
used, or if the barista identifies any cracks in the cup they refuse to make coffee with it. The risk 
of contamination due to unhygienic cups can also be eliminated if the barista refuses to use a 
dirty cup, and coffee buyers understand to wash their cups adequately.   

6. Cost factors 
Life cycle costing (LCC) is performed on a reusable cup and compared with that of a disposable 
in order to ascertain total costs over an expected life time of a cup. This total cost is then used 
to determine the payback period in terms of the number of coffees needed to be bought in 
order to pay off the cost of the reusable cup.  

6.1 Comparative life cycle costing of reusable cup vs. disposable cup 
The LCC was conducted in accordance with the National Audits Office better practice guide, 
including ongoing and end of life costs (Australian National Audit Office, 2001). A plastic 
reusable cup assumed to be bought from the store KeepCup was used, in keeping with the LCA 
in section 2.3. The life cycle of the reusable cup was given as 3 years/1095 days as this is the 

Figure 3 Ideal risk management process showing preferred actions from the top down (WorkSafe Victoria, 2006). 
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expected use time (Keepcup.com.au, 2015). The costing was done on the basis that a coffee is 
bought once every day over the life cycle, the disposable cup is thrown away and the reusable 
cup washed. The cost of the disposable cup was taken as its wholesale cost, and the ongoing 
cost of water and electricity used to wash the reusable was accounted for. The dishwasher 
specifications given in the LCA were used again. Table 7 details all data used in the costing and 
its source. The results of the costing are summarised in Table 6, including a payback period 
calculation. 

 

 

  
Total cost of 
disposable cup ($) 

Total cost of 
reusable cup ($) 

Pay back period (no. of 
uses of reusable cup) 

Including end-of-life costs: 113.60 18.34 184 
Excluding end-of-life costs: 109.50 18.33 184 
    

 

 

Cost of reusable 
12oz cup ($)  

Cost of dispsoable 
12oz cup ($)  

Mass of 
resuable cup 

(kg)  
Mass of disposable 

cup (kg)  

Garbage 
disposal 
cost per 

tonne ($) 

Reycling 
collection 
cost per 

tonne ($) 
Avg. ACT water 

price ($/kL) 

(keepcup.com, 
2015) 

(hospitalitywholesale.
com, 2015) 

(keepcup.co
m, 2015) 

(hospitalitywholesale.
com, 2015) 

 
(Sustainabil
ity Victoria, 

2014) 

 
(Sustainabil
ity Victoria, 

2014) 

 
(Iconwater.com

.au, 2015) 

16 0.1 0.092 0.018 208 111 3.91 

ACT electricity 
price ($/kWh) 

Water used per cup in 
dishwasher (L) 

Energy used 
per cup in 

dishwasher 
(KWh) 

Cost of washing per 
cup ($) 

Cost of 
resuable 

end of life 
per cup  ($) 

Cost of 
disposable 
end of life 

per cup  ($)   
 

(Originenergy.com
.au, 2015) 

 (Lockrey, 2011)  (Lockrey, 
2011)         

0.157 0.228571429 0.007857143 0.002127286 0.010212 0.003744 
  

The results are given including and excluding end of life costs as a consumer does not directly 
pay for disposal; however it still has a cost associated with it. It is clear that the reusable cup is 
by far the most cost effective option with a more than 80% reduction in cost. The payback 
period was quite long considering it would take more than 6 months of daily coffee purchasing 
to start making a saving. When compared to the results of the energy break even calculation, 

Table 7 Data used to in life cycle costing comparing reusable cup to disposable over three years 

Table 6 summarised results of life cycle costing of reusable cup compared to disposable over 3 years 
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the number of uses to break even in energy is less than 10% that of cost. It is worth noting that 
this costing assumes the saving of the wholesale price is directly passed on to the coffee buyer, 
which may not always be the case and would affect any payback period.  

7. Dynamics and control 
From the previous sections it is obvious that reusable cups, present a more sustainable cost and 
energy efficient alternative to disposable coffee cups. From the qualitative analysis it also 
became apparent that coffee buyers expressed some support for a system in which only 
reusable cups may be used to purchase coffee, however drawbacks were also apparent. Due to 
this we now analyse a hypothetical café as a system, which is switching to reusable cups. The 
system is analysed using the Systems Archetype approach outlined by in article by Braun in 
2001.  

7.1 Application of limits to growth systems archetype to café switching to 
reusable cups 
For the analysis we assume the café has decided for environmental reasons to switch to only 
accepting reusable cups, and will do so completely in a specific amount of time. To encourage 
the use of the cups a marketing campaign is run and financial incentives are given to those who 
use reusable cups, with the goal being that effectively 100% of their clientele are using reusable 
cups by the end of the promotion period, so that they can switch to them permanently. 

 There are many different potential System Archetypes which this type of system could 
potentially fall under in a real setting, in this simplified hypothetical though it most closely 
aligns with Limits to growth archetype. This is due to the likelihood of the number of customers 
per day using reusable cups growing initially and then reversing as the limits on growth start to 
become prevalent, leading to diminishing returns on efforts to increase them. The prescriptive 
action for this type of system outlined by Braun is to focus on removing the limits rather than 
boosting the driving factors, and to identify links between the growth and limiting processes to 
manage the balance between the two (Braun, 2002).  

We identify the growth factors as being the financial incentives and the marketing campaign, 
and the main limits being reduced customer satisfaction from the extended wait times from the 
challenges of making coffee using reusable cups outlined in the qualitative section. These are 
linked in that as more people respond to the growth engines the more reusable cups there are 
that flood the coffee making process not yet equipped for this inrush, thus crippling the system. 
These processes can be best managed by avoiding large growth engines initially and instead 
provide small incentives to use reusable cups, whilst implementing strategies derived from the 
qualitative analysis. Such as creating a standard type of cup that is accepted, and evolving ways 
to stack and write on the cup. As the limiting factors diminish so the growth processes can 
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increase allowing steady growth until the switch over period is finished at which point it can be 
decided whether to switch permanently or continue with the current system. 

8. Time factors 
A time factors analysis is done using a simplified PERT chart method, in an attempt to address 
concerns raised in the qualitative analysis, as well as respond in a different way to the limiting 
growth factors of a hypothetical café switching reusable cups identified in section 7.1. 

8.1 Application of PERT chart to reusable cup coffee order system 
From the qualitative analysis it was clear many takeaway coffee buyers had concerns about the 
inconvenience of remembering and washing a reusable cup. Although this is a defining aspect 
of a reusable method it should be less inconvenient if this process does not have to happen at 
home or outside of the café the coffee is brought from. Similarly, the main limiting factor in the 
hypothetical café adopting reusable cups in the dynamics and control section was reduced 
customer satisfaction due to increased wait times. This system is described in a PERT chart in 
Fig. 4 (1). 

 

 

Improvements on these issues may be made by including an efficient dishwasher in the café. 
Rather than being linear, the critical path in Fig.4 (2) will be through either the cup wash or the 
ordering depending on the length of wait time. However this additional phase allows customers 
to make use of the time spent waiting more efficiently by completing a task they would have to 
do outside of the café. This should decrease the inconvenience of a reusable cup especially if 
more than one coffee is wanted per day. 

Figure 4 Standard reusable cup system shown indicated by (1), system including dishwasher in café in (2) 
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Conclusions 
From the qualitative and material factors it was found that there are significant environmental 
impacts of using disposable hot beverage cups, and that at the current levels of material 
technology disposable cups cannot be manufactured to be much more sustainable, however 
reusable cups as an alternative have a lot less of an environmental impact. The qualitative 
analysis indicated support for the use of reusable cups in coffee buyers, and baristas with 
potential drawbacks also present. The energy and cost factors analysis indicated that a reusable 
cup is a lot more energy and cost efficient over its lifetime than a disposable. A human factors 
analysis found risk of injury could be mitigated if glass reusable cups are not used in case of 
breakage. From the dynamics and control and time factors sections it was seen that a café 
adopting a reusable only method would face difficulties and that these could be lessened 
through careful management, and striving to decrease wait times and inconvenience of 
customers. As such it recommended plastic reusable coffee cups should be adopted wherever 
possible, so long as consistent reuse is maintained, in order to significantly reduce 
environmental impacts.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

Appendix A.1 Copy of coffee buyers online survey  
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Appendix A.2 results of coffee users survey 
Table 1 results of coffee users survey  
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Appendix A.3 Results of analysis of users survey data 
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Q5: 
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Q7: 
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Q9: 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

Appendix B.1 Copy of coffee makers interview survey 
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Appendix B.2 Results of coffee makers survey 
Table 1 notes from interview of coffee makers 

Timestamp 

What impact if any does a 
reusable cup have when you’re 
making coffee? 

If everyone only used reusable cups, what 
would be the advantages and disadvantages 
if any? 

In general, what 
is your opinion 
on reusable 
cups and why? 

Any other 
thoughts/notes on 
topic 

02/10/2015 
14:57:38 

(Little 
Pickle 
Café) 

- size of cup is important but not 
crucial (mainly to estimate size) 
 
- oversized cups slow down 
process (cup the size of mug is 
good) 
 
- for regular customers, barista 
is able to identify the type of 
coffee to make based on cup 
appearance 
 
-risk of injury the same as paper 
cups 

- there would be a lot of empty cups waiting 
to be used taking up counter space (cafe 
was small and paper cups can be neatly 
stacked on top of coffee machine) 
 
- stacking cups is not possible if different 
shapes, and thickness of reusable would 
make them take up more space even if 
stacked 
 
- there would be cost savings by not having 
to buy cups 

- good for the 
environment, 
less wasteful 
 
- people should 
use them 

- dirty or broken 
cups are not 
accepted by cafe 

03/10/2015 
15:02:07 

(The 
Coffee 

Grounds) 

- no problem in terms of how 
coffee is made 
 
- different sized cups don't slow 
things down too much (use 
something else to pour shot into 
cup if needed 
 
- have to match the brought in 
cup to a standard paper size 
one which isnt always accurate 
 
- does not impact safety 

- cost savings of no longer having to buy 
cups 
 
- have to create new method of labelling 
which order is with each cup, as previously 
labels would be written on paper cup 
(suggested that receipt printer could print 
order then attach it to cup) 

- better for the 
environment 
 
- would  
encourage 
people to use 
them 
 
- any difficulties 
they create in 
making coffee 
could be easily 
managed 

- store currently 
gives 50c discount 
to everyone who 
brings in reusable 
cup 
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Appendix C System boundary used in comparative LCA 

  

Figure 1 System boundary used in comparative LCA of reusable cup and paper cup over 1 year (Lockrey, 2011) 
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